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I arrived early Friday morning checking into my room, scheduled my beauty treatments, 
massages and decided to just relax by the pool... all the while, thinking about this new form 
of journeying. With my journal by my side... the rest of the day just fl oated by.  

Featured Article

Ojai Welcome

“It was here that I was able to experience something most 
people only dream about. I had a chance to experience fi rsthand 
what was to become a life-changing event.”

As a traveler and spa-goer I am al-
ways looking for the special and 
the most relaxing experiences 

possible. Also, I love adventure! 

Knowing I was going to be in Southern 
California on business and having heard of 
Ojai from friends interested in health and 
healing, I searched on-line to fi nd some 
great references re the mind/body connec-
tions.

After reading about all the great think-
ers, spiritual leaders, artists and creative 
people and the friendly locals, I could 
hardly wait.  

I booked a reservation with Th e Ojai 
Valley Inn & Spa; which is nestled upon 
220-acres… just 1-½ hours out of Los 
Angeles... close to Santa Barbara.   Not 
far from the Pacifi c Ocean and being sur-
rounded with natural beauty, it seemed 
like just what I needed. 

It was here that I was able to ex-
perience something most people 
only dream about. I had a chance to 
experience fi rsthand what was to be-
come a life-changing event. 

Multisensory Journeys

“Circle of Light”

Notice: This is an example of a magazine article 
highlighting “Multisensory Journeying” within a particular 
Spa & Resort setting.  The systems exist today; just not yet at 
the OVI or any other spa.  

For more information please contact:  
Zubin Levy <zubinart@gmail.com>           1(805) 798-2272  

Ojai Valley Inn & Spa

  Some images on this page © Ojai Valley Inn   On the Web: MultisensorySystems.com
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A 
few days prior to my visit I went on-line 
to review the pleasures ahead on my 
planned Ojai visit.  

Some of my Facebook friends described some 
kind of incredible multisensory journey they had 
experienced at the Inn in Ojai. So tremendously 
impressed, as they all were… each described it 
diff erently… but all said it left them deeply re-
laxed. 

Hmmmm. What would I experience?  

I found the Inn’s on-line spa menu, and there 
it was, a special section for something described 
as “Multisensory Journeys.” 

Like in a travel guide, various “trips” are de-
scribed, including brief descriptions of each Jour-
ney, its theme, purpose and what type of persons 
would appreciate it. 

Selections include various Dream-Journeys 
to places beyond the mind’s eye, true nature and 
pure music like one has never experienced, magi-
cal meditations and poetry in motion.

Amazing choices.

It all sounded rather “ far out” to me, but I 
truly needed to relax and would love to partici-
pate in a healing journey! 

Inspired by local Native American Chumash 
ceremonies, I chose to embark on a spiritually 
healing journey; the spa’s signature journey… 
“Circle of Light”

What would I experience? 

“This system  is a fantastic voyage ma-

chine. It creates multi-dimensional mind-body 

experiences by transmitting auditory, tactile 

and olfactory stimuli in well-orchestrated, 

inventive programs, each one designed to 

transport the passenger to another beautiful 

world or dimension. This remarkable system 

has the capacity to enhance an individual’s 

sense of well-being and eff ect positive 

change.” -  Peggy La Cerra, Ph.D.

FRIENDS TALK . . .  What people are SHARING

“Very powerful, very relaxing... I felt like 

I was in a dreamlike state. And after, I feel a 

restorative power like after a deep sleep.”            

-  Brandon Roth

“It’s expanding…I love the nature sounds 

and I like that there was no visual.  I could cre-

ate the picture in my mind… I was actually 

there. … what that means is that your using 

your brain diff erently if not visually seeing, but 

imagining, not using that part of your brain so 

your having to rely on other parts” - Marlene 
Malle

“...a stepping stone to pure relaxation. I 

was really impressed how fast I relaxed…

how fast I got into the environment you 

were setting for me. It was only fi ve minutes 

but the best fi ve minutes I’ve ever had”          

-  Albert Covarrubias

“This is an extraordinary step in a futuristic 

direction.”

“I drifted off  (in memory) to all of the fi lms 

that transport people to other dimensions… 

but to be involved in the experience and ac-

tually go on the journey is what this technol-

ogy is providing.  That was quite an amazing 

experience to leave this dimension and expe-

rience all these incredible sounds, senses, its 

very eff ective very impressive.”

 “I can feel the senses of my body open 

and stimulated and a great sense of alertness 

matched with a great sense of grounding 

and peace at the same time.”

 “What I recognize is the importance of 

having an experience like this that rejuve-

nates our body.  I can actually feel my circula-

tion has increased. I feel my breathing capac-

ity has expanded. I can feel that my general 

vibration and vitality has been elevated.  It’s 

very clear this is a very necessary thing for all 

of us setting at jobs in front of computers for 

hours on end.” -  Mikki Willis, Filmaker

“I think it’s very positive… a system that 

will help you to get there faster and more effi  -

ciently. Whenever you want to “zone out,” you 

just get into the chair, plug yourself “In” and 

you’re “Out”… and in that meditative state.”    

- Tan Le,  Emotiv Systems

“I couldn’t stop smiling the whole time”            

-  Frank Malle

MULTISENSORY JOURNEYS “Circle of Light”
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I 
arrived at the spa the next morning af-
ter a delicious light breakfast. Viewing 
through misty morning mountain fog al-

lowed me to gaze at Ojai’s famous TopaTopa 
Mountains in the distance, giant Oak trees 
all around, and Orange groves throughout 
the area.

Th e ancient Chumash celebrated those 
same mountains. I felt the presence of so 
many generations here and was anticipating 
upon blossoming with their blessing. 

Upon checking in at the Spa I was given 
a robe and told by a smiling receptionist that 
I made a very good choice; what I would ex-
perience today is not available anywhere else 
in the world, and that the descendants of the 
original people had participated in the cre-
ation of a similar rite.

Th e receptionist suggested that I enjoy 
one of the bubbling springs, to initiate the 
process. My Spa Guide would meet me there 
in about a half-hour, to prepare me for my 
journey.   

Precisely at 11.00am a woman appeared 
and introduced herself as my guide. She was 
costumed in functional spa clothing, as other 
spa staff  at the facility had, except she wore 
an eagle symbol carved upon a disk shaped 
pendant, dangling from a shell bead stranded 
necklace. She also had a few feathers braided 
into her hair.

She explained that the bath was part of 
the purifi cation process needed prior to my 
journey.  She led me to a private room where 
a masseuse was waiting, and gave instructions 
as to what was required for me. 

 Th e massage was great and deliberately 
without scent.  (I would learn why later.)  Th e 
masseuse was very quiet. A single fl ute was 
heard playing quietly the background… a 
precursor to the grand event to follow. 

Th e Masseuse nodded goodbye and said 
only one word, “Soon.”

In a short and perfect moment my guide 
reappeared. She simply said, “Come”, and led 
me into a small dressing room, candle lit, and 
presented me with robe. It was adorned with 
color and I felt the fi ne beading as I touched 
the symbol of an eagle upon it. She instructed 
me to, “Take the Beauty Way,” and left the 
room.

My guide returned. She adds a feather to 
my hair and said, “Now You’re Ready”.

Looking more deeply into the mirror at my refl ection, 
I view ancient symbols and a glowing aura around me. 
We looked into the mirror together now. A new symbol-
ic image becomes visible; one that suggests the purpose 
of the journey ahead. I will keep this secret. (Th is was 
important, and I was asked to focus on it, it would help me 
on my journey, to achieving my ends.) 

She now opens a hidden door. 

MULTISENSORY JOURNEYS “Circle of Light”

Pre-show “Circle of Light”
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I 
gaze into a magnifi cent multi-dimension-
al space. In front of me I see the darkness 
of a starry night, interrupted by brilliant 

bands of light forming geometric patterns 
(that suggest a fl oor and ceiling and walls) 
with windows looking out into infi nity… with 
me at the center.

Beside me, my guide moves one hand to-
ward a large silhouetted object in the center of 
the space, and it comes to life, begins to pulse 
with light.  “Is this the Multisensory Journeyer?”  
I wonder. 

It looks magnifi cent, truly of the future 
and ready to take fl ight! Radiance is glowing 
from underneath the travelers seat making it 
appear as if the whole system fl oats on a cush-
ion of light.

A beam appears within the fl oor… a path 
to the luminous Journeyer. My guide nods as 
if to say, “It is time”. 

A smooth footrest retracts and the seat tilts 
forward beckoning me to sit. As I do, the seat 

leans back and the footrest extends.  
My guide makes me comfortable 
adjusting a head/neck rest, and 
placing a gossamer sheet over body.

Off  to one side, near the arm-
rest, is a small bottle-shaped device 
which she aims toward my nose, 
asking me if I can feel a very deli-
cate breeze.  She explains that this 
is the source of the many wonderful 
aromas I will experience during my 
journey. 

My guide places a crown upon 
my head, an ingenious creation 
includes biofeedback sensors  and 
headphones... she gives me a fi nal 
tuck in.

Sound and vibration levels and 
aroma intensities are calibrated for 
me – my personal preferences are 
set. All of these sensory things,she 
explains, work together to create a 
very amazing, otherworldly experi-
ence. 

She asks me to close my eyes and 
enjoy my journey. She will leave 
the chamber while I travel and will 
welcome me back upon my return.  
“Happy Journeying” she says. Th e 
lights go dim. I close my eyes and 
dream.

Guests fl y off  on incredible 
journeys... while laying back 
within a fl oating lounge system...
in total and very secure comfort.

“Journeys”

Next-Gen System

Under Development

Multisensory Journeyer

Earth Mounted Motion Base

“Is this the Multisensory Journeyer?”  I wonder.

MULTISENSORY JOURNEYS “Circle of Light”

Portable System in Use
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A 
voice suddenly calls out, “Are you 
ready?” 

Th is was not the guide’s voice, but an-
other’s, one much more ethereal.

“Ready as I’ ll ever be,” I replied.

“Who’s voice was that?” I thought.

Absolute silence.  I am immersed in a sea 
of silence and darkness, quite soothing – then 
I hear the faint sound of a heartbeat – my 
heartbeat.  My heartbeat slowly gets louder, 
rippling through my whole body.   

Distant drumbeats suddenly come into my 
awareness, synchronizing with my heart.  

Now I sense something has changed… as if 
I am being transported somewhere beyond. 

I am now outside in cool air, and dark-
ness… in nature I presume. Subtle sounds and 
aromas confi rm this, while drumming contin-
ues in the background.

My spirit guide whispers in my ear that her name is 
Luna; she invites me to move forward, to fi nd what I 
seek.

I fl oat through my space, hearing my body brushing 
against leaves at side. 

I encounter a montage of scents, and sounds, both 
heard and felt, and gentle motion.  I can smell damp 
musty earth, fresh pines, and then fl oral aromas.  
Primitive, earth sounds are surrounding me.  Th is vir-
tual world seems more realistic than the world I just 
left. I am excited but relaxed, taking in the scenery. 

Where am I?  I hear the spirit of the fl ute player, up 
close, walking around me, as he appeared during a rain. 

Now with footsteps and cracking branches and 
voices all around… great beings surround me. In my 
mind’s eye I see images of each spirit’s face.

Nearby campfi re crackles, sending its warmth into 
my bones.

Somewhere Beyond

A voice calls out from all direc-
tions, the drum becomes a crack of 
thunder. A powerful thunderstorm 
ensues, lightning and heavy rain-
fall… quickly falling off .

I am resting within a very wet 
forest now, light rain pattering all 
around me. A trickling creek has 
formed underneath me while drops 
soothingly fall from plants and 
from trees. Beautiful sounds of na-
ture abound… happy frogs croak-
ing, animal calls and birds chirp-
ing, as they come out of shelter. 

Distant drums and fl utes tease 
me... beckon me.

I am in the center of the 
circle of healers, shamans, and 
tribal ancestors. Some of the 
beings are very close within the 
circle. I hear their breaths, their 
heartbeats, their footsteps. Rat-
tles move around my head… 
left, right, above me, then at my 
feet. Th e spirits surround me 
chanting, singing, or making 
music with the accompanying 
distant thunder.

Incredible ceremony, 
scents and sounds – so much 
attention focused upon – me 
–  by the ancients.

MULTISENSORY JOURNEYS “Circle of Light”
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Th e voice of my spirit guide helps me 
move the directions of my thoughts, gently, 
on the journey’s path.  

Th en begins the transformation, the en-
chanted moment… I become the eagle, and 
began to rise above the spirit group into the 
treetops, with wind above.  I am about to 
take fl ight.  

Suddenly, Luna’s voice cries out from be-
low, “Fly, Fly!”

Th is begins a symbolic, out-of-the-body 
experience.

As if by magic, my intense desire to re-
ally fl y, to escape from the stresses, to re-
member who I really am, takes control, and 
in a rush of wind and mind’s eye imagery, 
I rise above the earth, above the trees, the 
mountains and the ever so familiar clouds, 
beyond the world that I thought I knew so 
well, feeling the clean cool air as I ascend.

At times I pause to just be, to sense and 
study all.  

During my Flight I become conscious 
of one of our ancient spirit guides momen-
tarily. I have learned to recognize Luna by 
her scent now.

Finally a distant fl ute calls to me, and I 
am whisked back into the circle of healers, 
the collective, as they are ending their so 

well appreciated work.

Th e spirit healers depart, except 
for Luna, who will accompany me 
back for closure. 

Drum sounds becomes my 
heartbeat and then a gentle and 
well-composed heart song.

Luna tells me to remember 
where I have been and that I can 
return to it at anytime. She whis-
pers her goodbye, She then begins 
to glow brilliant pink love energy, 
and is absorbed into… my universe. 

Luna’s voice cries out from below, “Fly, Fly!”

Filmmaker Robert Horsting comments: “This really 

achieves all of the promise of peace and tranquility that 

many travelers of the 60’s and 70’s strove to achieve, but 

without the need of chemicals.  The combination of sen-

sory stimuli has an amazing transporting eff ect that is only 

limited by the imagination.” 

“E” ticket ride to the Magic Kingdom

MULTISENSORY JOURNEYS “Circle of Light”
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I am back

O
h my… waking from a dream, 
becoming once again conscious of 
where and who I am. I rest a mo-

ment or two, a chance to regroup and realize 
that I have indeed returned. Gentle lights 
fade on and a voice welcomes me back, I 
am feeling incredibly relaxed, refreshed and 
spiritually renewed! 

My spa guide arrives, helps me rise and 
steadies me. Looking into my eyes, she 
drapes a pendant vial around my neck. She 
says that I can open this gift at anytime 
I desire to be brought back to the special 
memory of the journey I just took.

She motions and we follow a glowing 
path out to a contemplative garden with 
fresh breeze and fl owing water. I recline in 
a lounger with a cup of herbal tea resting 
and absorbing all.  A notebook and pen are 
gifted to me to write down any thoughts or 
feelings that come to mind.  I open the vial 
and take a small whiff , and begin writing. 

So begins this story.

MULTISENSORY JOURNEYS “Circle of Light”
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T
o me, a spa experience should be 
a sensual one, one that involves 
well orchestrated stimulation of 

the senses, including touch and personal 
attention, beautiful aromas, mellowing 
music, maybe gentle lighting, temperature 
changes, infusions, or water and/or me 
in motion. Sometimes this is continuous 
process as in massage, other times; we are 
wrapped and wait for the next human in-
teraction.

When I heard about this high technol-
ogy stimulation system, I looked with 
some doubt, linking it in my mind to some 
of the massage chairs or other mechanical 
devices found in chiropractic offi  ce of the 
past.  

Was I wrong?  Very.

Of the things this system does, it does 
them extremely well. It was never intended 
to substitute for hands-on massage, or to 
provide dry heat, water or bath therapies. 
At most spas these are normally experi-
enced as part of a ritual package ahead of 
the selected “Journey”, in preparation for 
it.  Most often, packaged spa products are 
choreographed specifi cally for each Jour-
ney. Th is magical system complements 
existing spa services. 

New groups will be drawn toward this 
novel SPA format, the tech savvy younger 
crowd as one, which will increase the de-
mand for the supportive traditional treat-
ments at the spa.

4th-Generation “AromaComposer Mini” pictured above

MULTISENSORY JOURNEYS “Circle of Light”

Aroma is no longer limited to one or two 
scents over an hour, (as typical in aroma 
massage) but becomes an aromatic com-
position including dozens of rare and high-
est quality essential oils (the best oils are 
very expensive). The system actually blends 
component oils into well-programmed aro-
matherapuetic synergys and then beams 
trace amounts directly to the guest’s nose 
only, not fi lling the room with undesired 
residue.

For the fi rst time a user can be exposed 
to a vast variety of scents within a few sec-
onds of each other. “This means that a per-
son can virtually walk through a garden, 
smelling each individual fl ower as they 
pass.”

Few spa-goers could aff ord to pay for 
anything equivalent to this astounding 
experience, if it was not for the benefi ts 
provided by this new technology, and the 
creative programming that supports it.  It 
is a completely immersive experience, un-
like anything off ered anywhere within a 
traditional spa environment. 

Multisensory 
Journeying...  
It’s all so real.

Guests experience a three-dimension-
al natural sound environment. Spatial 
positioning of all sound sources, either 
close or distant, resting or in motion, are 
extremely realistic. 

The sounds are not just heard, but 
are felt throughout the body, directed in 
diff erent ways to diff ferent parts of the 
body at the program creator’s will. While 
fl oating within the chair, the guest’s 
body feels waves of sonic vibration . . . 
controlled, precise, and deliberate. The 
system can massage the body to music, 
or give the user the feeling of rocking in 
mother’s arms or fl oating in water upon 
gentle waves.

Those who experience the deep plea-
sure and power of this kind of acoustical 
environment are truly amazed.

The seating elements were originally 
developed for NASA, to simulate weight-
less conditions for astronauts.  The sys-
tem developers adapted this for multi-
sensory purposes, providing both tactile 
sensation and gentle motion.

3-D Sound, Touch & Motion
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Multisensor y Media for  Spa Applications
AromaComposer

Multisensory Spa Discussion


